£7.50 and £15 One World Plans
Terms & Conditions

The Airtel-Vodafone £7.50 and £15 One World Plan Terms and Conditions should be read in conjunction with the Airtel-Vodafone general Pay Monthly or Post-Paid Terms and Conditions as highlighted under the terms and conditions links on www.airtel-vodafone.com.

Where there is conflict between the Airtel-Vodafone £7.50 and £15 One World Plan Terms and Conditions and the general Airtel-Vodafone Pay Monthly or Post Paid Terms and Conditions, the specific Terms and Conditions from the Airtel-Vodafone £7.50 and £15 One World Plan shall apply, but all other provisions within the general Airtel-Vodafone Pay Monthly or Post Paid Terms and Conditions shall remain in full force and effect.

1. The £7.50 One World Plan includes 125 minutes to use to call any mobile or landline worldwide. Premium numbers etc are not included within the minute bundle and will be charged separately. The £7.50 One World Plan also includes 125 worldwide texts and 125 MB of data to use whilst in the Channel Islands. This bundle is only applicable when on the Airtel-Vodafone network within the Channel Islands and does not include roaming.

2. The £15 One World Plan includes 250 minutes to use to call any mobile or landline worldwide. Premium numbers etc are not included within the minute bundle and will be charged separately. The £15 One World Plan also includes 250 worldwide texts and 250 MB of data to use whilst in the Channel Islands. This bundle is only applicable when on the Airtel-Vodafone network within the Channel Islands and does not include roaming.

3. Any usage over the bundle minutes, texts or data shall be charged at a per minute/per text/per MB/session rate. For charges please visit www.airtel-vodafone.com

4. This plan is only available for new customers and existing customers which are applicable for an upgrade. Any customer still in their contract is not eligible to sign-up to this plan until their other pay monthly contract is due for renewal.

5. This plan can be withdrawn by Airtel-Vodafone at any time.